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Madame Angela Merkel - the head of Europe's strongest economy, of the leader of the European
Union, said that there was strong evidence that Iran attacked the two tankers in the Gulf of Oman.
Ten days ago, German Foreign Minister, Heiko Maas, travelled to Tehran, officially to "save"
the Nuclear Deal (Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action - JCPoA), but in reality, to "negotiate" with
Tehran ways so Germany and by association other EU members, might still do business with Iran,
against some "concessions" by Iran, in order to appease Washington.

Iran's President Rouhani reacted quickly. FM Maas got the cold shoulder and was dismissed. And
rightly so. Maas was not really representing Germany - but the United States. Iran gave the EU an
"ultimatum" of 60 days to stick to their commitments on trading with Iran according to the Nuclear
Deal - despite the US reneging on it - or else, Iran may bypass some of the conditions under
the JCPOA accord. The EU - not being independent and her member countries having lost all
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sovereignty by submitting to the dictate first from Brussels, second from the tyranny of Washington,
didn't like the ultimatum, and said so in a joint statement. They added a weak and meek phrase, "We
call on countries not party to the JCPoA to refrain from taking any actions that impede the remaining
parties" ability to fully perform their commitments;" not even daring calling the country by name, for
whom the statement was destined, i.e. the US of A.

Germany's position is as absurd as it has ever been since Merkel and the entire Bundestag accepted
the sanctions imposed by Washington on Russia in 2014 - and replicated them along with the rest
of the EU - even to their own detriment and to the detriment of the entire EU. Chancellor Merkel and
apparently the entire Bundestag, again, go along with Washington's equally absurd and false
accusation that Iran has attacked the two tankers, one Japanese owned, the other Norwegian.
The latter belonging to a close friend of Iran's, and the Japanese one, hardest hit - exactly at the time
when Japan's PM Shinzō Abe, was visiting the Ayatollah in Tehran to discuss how to maintain
the Nuclear Deal - trading - despite the sanctions and threats of Washington, hence, a friendly visit.

-

A blind person can see that these were two false flags - so thinly masked, with badly fabricated US
"video evidence" that even according to CIA and US military brass did not deliver conclusive
evidence. In fact, none at all. Madame Merkel - why do you not first ask the obvious question "Cui
bono?" - Who benefits? Certainly not Iran - but the aggressor, the US which has been planning and
preparing for war with Iran for decades, ever since the first Iraq war under Father Bush, in 1991. At
the 2003 invasion of Iraq - Bolton openly expressed his dreams to demolish Iran. He and Pompeo are
liars and war criminals, who run the White House and pretend to run the Pentagon - and who act
in impunity. Their power seems limitless. Trump - seems to be a mere puppet.

Getting Merkel on board of the flagrant US lie that Iran was attacking two tankers in the Gulf
of Oman, is a strategic hit, enhancing the lies credibility and, thus, making a US attack on Iran more
palatable to the rest of the world. Yet, apparently this was not enough. The Pentagon sent an
unmanned high-altitude Global Hawk drone into Iranian airspace, a provocation Iran could not resist
and shot the drone down, but not before sending warning signals, about which today nobody talks.
The world shouldn't know that Iran had the noblesse to warn the US about the drone being in their
airspace. As can be expected the White House gnomes deny that the drone was invading Iranian
airspace, but pretend it was in international air space, when it was shot down.

This raised the ante for Washington to launch an attack on Iran. All was planned to be carried from
Thursday to Friday (20 to 21 June), and at last minute Trump stopped it. Is it true? - It could be,
because somebody a bit "higher up" than Trump and his warrior minions, must have realized
the danger that such an attack may pose to the rest of the world - or actually that it could trigger
a nuclear conflict. However, that the attack plan was stopped doesn't mean it was canceled. Maybe
it was just postponed.

In the meantime, the US Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has ordered all US airlines to avoid
the Gulf of Oman and the Gulf of Hormuz. And, as could be expected, the airlines of Washington's
"true" puppet allies have followed suit, i.e. Australia's Qantas Airways Ltd, Singapore Airlines Ltd,
Germany's Lufthansa, British Airways, Air France and its Dutch KLM affiliate, as well as Malaysia
Airlines, said they were re-routing flights to avoid the area. Others may follow under direct or tacit
pressure of the US. The Japanese airline ANA said they were considering alternative routings.
Effectively, the US was able to declare a no-fly zone over a significant area of Iran.

Let's make no mistake, all the visible key figures at the helm of the White House - are run in the back
by Israel, by Netanyahu and the Chosen People he represents, those who also run Wall Street and
the western world's banking and financial system. Israel would like to see Iran in rubbles, or better,
in eternal chaos, the goal that was set for Iraq, Afghanistan and that the US was and still is dreaming
for Syria. This bunch of evil elite pulls the strings and hopes to soon pull just ONE string for global
hegemony, under a ONE World Order.

-
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Back to Germany. Instead of jumping off the sinking ship of Washington and its faithful entourage
of the willing, as rats would do, and as the vast majority of the German people would prefer, let
alone German and European business, Madame Merkel and apparently all her circles, including
Berlin's Parliament, follow the US flagrant lie propaganda. Why? - Well, this is the deal: There are
many ways to "buy" top politicians, with threats or with money or by outright inflicting fear through
"proxy-assassinations".

Once Germany is on board - the rest of Europe will follow suit. In that case, Washington - Trump and
consortia - think they have Iran totally strangled, by blocking all trade and all financial transactions,
plus confiscating Iranian assets abroad - on top of imposing stiff tariffs, so that Iran can no longer
afford importing vital goods for manufacturing - or for sheer survival from the west. Once a country
is weak, it can be taken over easily. So, the western, AngloZionist thinking goes.

Iran - her Fifth-Columnists aside - is strong and has already proven that it is detaching from the west.
Even trying to adhere and fight for the Nuclear Deal which the west, i.e. Europe is incapable
of respecting for lack of backbone, is a waste of time. To demonstrate that Iran has alternatives, Mr.
Rouhani was attending the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) summit in Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan,
on 13 and 14 June 2019, by invitation of China, the leader of the 8-member "club".

SCO stands for promoting peace, trade and a non-aggressive defense strategy (the antidote to the
NATO-type military aggression). As of now, Mr. Rouhani is an observer for his country, Iran which
is in an advanced stage in the process of entering the SCO as a full member. This could happen later
this year or in 2020. Iran would recover her sovereignty, her economic potential and would - and will
- be able to detach from the west, pretty much as did Russia and China, the two super-powers under
constant assaults of sanctions, denigration and false accusations.

Turkey - is in a similar situation. If Turkey is admitted by the SCO - also very likely - their NATO exit
will be imminent. What that will mean for the rest of NATO, at this point we can only guess and
dream of, especially since there is an ever-stronger people's movement throughout Europe to exit
NATO. It is particularly strong in Italy and paradoxically also in Germany. The vast majority
of Germans want to exit NATO, but the government doesn't listen. "So far" doesn't listen.
The German anti-NATO movement has been gaining strength ever since the anti-nuclear energy
protests in the early seventies which were followed and intensified in the late 1970's early 1980s
against nuclear arms stockpiled in Germany by the US, particularly those stored at the US Air Force
base of Ramstein, near Kaiserslautern.

The "so-far" is a precursor to a break with NATO, as the pressure against the USAF base Ramstein,
against NATO, is mounting, and that, when Madame Merkel decides firmly to go with the sinking ship
- risking to pull Germany and her people down the drain for sheer senseless and outdated obedience
to the succumbing tyrant. How absurd!

While Iran is making smart moves, gradually away from western economics, from trading with
the west - and moving eastwards - where the future is - Germany backtracks, literally into the orbit
of a dying beast, into what is ever-more detectible - a decaying empire.

When will Germany wake up? When the first bombs fall on her cities - a WWI and WWII redux?
Except this time, it may not be just the falling of conventional bombs. It may be nuclear meeting
nuclear at Ramstein. Madame Merkel, your obligation to the people who apparently elected you
is larger than you think and larger than yourself - and much larger than whatever goes on in your
mind to follow a defeated warrior and rogue nation into hell.
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